
 

TKActions V7 Panels
UPDATED

the panels&videos page has a few videos in progress for the v7 panel, but i do intend to create a complete video guide
series on the tkactions site. in the meantime, here are some samples of the v7 panels in action. the first is the first

luminosity mask module after the explosion, with the red layer turned on. the second shows the first layer mask, which
contains all the destructive action on the layers. the third shows the expansion of the first mask. as you can see, the

mask expands as each mask layers is added to the mask. this masks the active layers so that they can be adjusted. the
next picture shows the second mask (blue). it contains the adjustment layer and some of the veneer adjustments

(silver). the final picture shows the composite mask (white) that contains the black and veneer masks. the button used
to create the composite mask is tk8. you can see that as i added each mask layer to the mask, the mask expanded. the
top button in the upper left is called animate layers. this animates a layer mask so that you can see how it is applied to
the layers. ive included two additional masks, which are outlined in blue, that are used to make new adjustment layers.
this is the bottom layer above the red one. the next mask (highlighted in orange) is used for adjustments that affect all

layers. the tkactions panel is composed of several modules that appear as tabs along the bottom. as we learn more
about how to use the panels, we will discover that some of the modules become less important. this is the v6 version of

the panel. for now, the tk buttons are all the important modules. the first v7 button is called tk8. this action simply
selects the current mask from the compositing mask to be used as a luminosity mask in place of the current mask. this

lets you create or save a new layer and an adjustment that will be applied to every layer. the next button is called
soften. this action spreads the luminosity mask you have selected in the current mask layer. the third action is called

invert. this action inverts the luminosity mask you have selected. the fourth action is called recompose. this action
composes the layers in your current mask along the luminosity mask youve selected. the next action is called animate
layers. this action animates the mask youve selected to see how it will be applied to all the layers. the next action is
called localize. this action applies a local adjustment to your luminosity mask to correct for color casts. this action

works best when youre working in a custom gamma or working with the new s-curve controls. the following actions are
called luma mask. these actions mask out the current mask to reveal a live preview of the current mask and the

luminosity mask. you can see that the layers in the current mask are darkened by the luminosity mask because the
luminosity mask is darker than the current mask. the final action is called new mask. this action lets you create a new
layer mask to be used for masking the current layer. you can see that for the butterfly layer, the highlighted section is
the new mask. the final action in the lower left is called selected layers. this action lets you select the layers to be used
as a luminosity mask in the current mask. you can see that the highlight is the butterfly layer, which is now selected.

the next action is called remove layers. this action removes the layers from the current mask.
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you can download the
tkactions panel v7 from the
links below. you'll need to
enter your email address,
and then click "buy now."
once your order is placed,

you will get an email with a
download link to the tkactions
panel v7, and the download
instructions page will also be
emailed to you. you can place
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your order for the tkactions
panel v5, which can be

viewed on my website here: .
there are multiple ways to
create luminosity masks

using the tkactions panels.
this tutorial is meant to show
some of those methods. the
video tutorial series created

by tony kuyper and sean
bagshaw provides a great

starting point for learning the
basics of luminosity masks.
their videos are available
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from their website. the tk
panel v5 can run in many
different ways, and the

combo module makes it very
easy to mix and match

modules to create panels of
any size and shape. if you

want to move to a new
location, you simply select
your panel modules, drag

them to the new location, and
drop them where you want
them. if you want to move a

module to a different
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location, you can just drag it
around in its current position.

the tk panel v5 and the tk
panel v7 are each a

completely standalone
application. there are no new

panels or other files that
need to be installed. if you

want to use the panels,
simply open the applications

and then go to the extensions
menu and select the panel
you want to use. use the

panel as you normally would.
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the panels run in photoshop
cc 2014 through photoshop

2020. tk panel v7 runs in
both ps cc and photoshop cc.

it also allows you to edit
adobe acrobat xi (pdf) files.
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